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Abstract 
Reid, T.J., Triangles in 3-connected matroids, Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) 281-296. 
A collection F of 3-connected matroids is triangle-rounded if, whenever M is a 3-connected 
matroid having a minor in F, and T is a 3-element circuit of M, then M has a minor which uses 
T and is isomorphic to a member of F. An efficient theorem for testing a collection of matroids 
for this property is presented. This test is used to obtain several results including the following 
extension of a result of Asano, Nishizeki, and Seymour. Let T be a 3-element circuit of a 
3connected binary nonregular matroid M with at least eight elements. Then M has a minor 
using T that is isomorphic to Ss or the generalized parallel connection across T of F, and 
MK). 
1. Introduction 
Much recent research in matroid theory has been concerned with investigating 
the following question. Suppose we are given structural information, usually 
involving connectivity, about a matroid M. Can we say, for a subset T of E(M) 
with few elements, that M has a specified minor using T [22]? Special cases of this 
question have been addressed by Asano, Nishizeki and Seymour [l], Bixby [2], 
Bixby and Coullard [4], Coullard [7], Kahn [lo], Oxley [12-131, Oxley and Reid 
[16], Seymour [17-201, and Tseng and Truemper [24]. We consider this question 
in the case that T is a 3-element circuit. 
Most of the matroid terminology used follows Welsh [28]. Let M be a matroid. 
The ground set of A4 is denoted by E(M). Let X c E(M). We say that M uses X. 
The deletion and contraction of X from M are denoted by M\X and M/X 
respectively. The rank of X in M is denoted by rkicrX. Three-element circuits and 
cocircuits of M are called triangles and triads, respectively. 
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Let Nr and N2 be matroids with e, E E(N,) and e2 E E(N,) such that N1\el = M 
and NJe, = M. We say that N1 is an addition to M and N, is an expansion of M. If 
each circuit of Nr containing e, has at least three elements and e, is not a coloop 
of N,, then Nr will be called a nontrivial addition to M. If M and N are matroids 
with X, Y c_ E(M) such that M \X/Y = N, and x E X, then the addition M \(X - 
{x})/Y to N will be denoted by N + x. 
If k is a positive integer, a bipartition (A, B) of E(M) is a k-separation of M if 
IAl 2 k, IBI 2 k, and rkMA + rkMB - rk,+,E(M) <k - 1 [27]. For an integer IZ 2 2, 
M is n-connected if M has no k-separation for any k <n and [E(M)\ 2 2(n - 1). 
Note that the condition (E(M)1 z 2(n - 1) is not always required in the definition 
of n-connectivity. A 3-connected matroid, under our definition, has no circuit or 
cocircuit of size less than three. Let S be a set of matroids. We say that M has an 
S-minor if M has a minor N that is isomorphic to a member of S. 
Let A be a matrix with entries in a field F. The dependence matroid on the 
columns of A is denoted D(A). In particular, when F = GF(2) we shall call A a 
binary matrix and D(A) a binary matroid. If column e is adjoined to A, then 
A + e will denote the resulting matrix. If M = D(A), then M + e will denote 
D(A + e). 
The main results, Theorems 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 are now presented. 
Theorem 1.1. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected binary matroid M, and N 
be a 3-connected minor of M with e E E(N). Then there exists a 3-connected minor 
M’ of M using {e, f, g} such that M’ has a minor which is isomorphic to N and 
E(M’) has at most IE(N)I + 2 elements. 
In Section 5 we use an extension of this result to give a new proof of the 
following theorem of Asano, Nishizeki and Seymour. Whereas the original proof 
relied on a number of results ([l, (3)], [8, (l)], [18, (11.2)], [21, (3.2)]) including 
Seymour’s very difficult decomposition theorem for regular matroids, our proof 
uses Theorem 1.1 and a result of Bixby [3, (6.3)] to show that only graphic 
matroids on twelve or fewer edges need to be considered. The remaining 
difficulties are routine. We will let M*(K3,J, F,, and I/,,, denote, respectively, 
the bond matroid of K3,3, the Fano matroid, and the 4-point line. 
Theorem 1.2 [l, (9)]. Let {e, f, g} b e a triangle of a 3-connected nongraphic 
matroid M. Then M has a minor using {e, f, g} that is isomorphic to U2,4, F,, or 
M*(K& 
The next theorem is an extension of the previous result in the case that M is 
binary but not regular. Let Al be the binary matrix given in Fig. 1 and let 
S, = D(A,). Also, let Jr0 be the rank-4 matroid whose Euclidean representation is 
given in Fig. 1. A coordinatization of JIO will be provided later. JIO is the 
generalized parallel connection across a triangle of the Fano matroid and the 
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Fig. 1. 
cycle matroid of the complete graph on four vertices [6]. We shall call 
{a,, a9, alo} the join triangfe of JlO. 
Theorem 1.3. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected binary nonregular 
mutroid M with at least eight elements. Then either M has an &-minor using 
{e, f, g} or {e, f, g} is the join triangle of some Jlo-minor. 
Let W, denote the wheel graph with r spokes [28, p. SO]. It follows from a result 
of Oxley that if M is a 3-connected binary matroid on at least six elements, then 
each triangle of M appears in an M(W!)-minor of M [13, Theorem 3.61. The next 
theorem is an analogue of this result with M(W3) replaced by M(V&). The graph 
KS-u is obtained from the complete graph on five vertices by deleting an edge. 
Theorem 1.4. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected binary mutroid M with at 
least eight elements. Then M has a minor using {e, f, g} which is isomorphic to S,, 
M(W,), or M(K,-a). 
The next result is another consequence of Theorem 1.1. Its proof is given in 
Section 5. 
Theorem 1.5. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected regular mutroid M which 
has an M(K,-a)-minor. Then M has an M(KS-a)-minor which uses {e, f, g}. 
If we add the hypotheses that M also has an M(K,,,)-minor and is graphic to 
this theorem, then the result corresponding to Theorem 1.5 was proved by 
Seymour [18, (11.2)]. 
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2. The proof of Theorem 1.1 
We shall use the following three lemmas, the first of which is well known. 
Lemma 2.1. Let M be an addition to a 3-connected matroid N. Then M is 
3-connected if and only if M is a nontrivial addition to N. 
Let MI and N1 be 3-connected matroids with X, Y G E(M) such that MI\ 
X/Y = NI. Suppose that {x, y, z} is a triangle of MI with {y, z} included in 
E(N,) and x in E(M,) - E(N,). Evidently x is in X. The next lemma is used 
several times in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Either NI + x is 3-connected or N, + x has a minor that is isomorphic 
to NI using {x, y, z}. 
Proof. Suppose Nr + x is not 3-connected. Then by Lemma 2.1, x is in a circuit of 
Ni + x of size one or two, or x is a coloop of N1 + x. The latter case clearly cannot 
occur. Suppose that x is a loop of N1 + x, or x is in a two-element circuit of N1 + x 
with one of y and z. Then, as {x, y, z} is a triangle of MI, {y, z} is dependent in 
Ni +x by circuit elimination. This contradicts the 3-connectivity of Ni. Thus 
{x, x’} is a circuit of Ni for some x’ distinct from y and z. Hence (N, + x) \x’ is an 
Nr-minor of N1 +x which uses {x, y, z}. 0 
The next result of Seymour plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 2.3 [20, (2.11)]. Let e and f be distinct elements of a 3-connected matroid 
M. Let N be a 3-connected minor of M such that E(N) contains exactly one of e 
and f. Then M has a 3-connected minor MI using {e, f } such that one of the 
following is true: 
(i) MI = N; 
(ii) M,\e=NorM,\f =NN; 
(iii) MI/e = N or MI/f = N; 
(iv) for some g’ distinct from e and f, {e, f, g’} is a circuit of MI and 
M,\e/g’ = M,\f /g’ = N; 
(v) for some g’ distinct from e and f, {e, f, g’} is a cocircuit of MI and 
M,\g’Je = M,\g’lf = N. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If f or g is in E(N), then from Lemma 2.2 we obtain M’ 
as desired. Suppose that {f, g} is included in E(M) - E(N). Apply Theorem 2.3 
to {e, f} and N. There exists a 3-connected minor MI of M using {e, f} such that 
MI has a minor N,=N with IE(M,)I 6 (E(N,)( +2. If g is in E(M,), then let 
M’ = MI. Suppose that g is not in E(M,). Now by Lemma 2.2, either MI + g is 
3-connected, or MI + g has a minor isomorphic to MI using {e, f, g}. In the latter 
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case the result holds. Suppose the former case holds. If lE(M,)] = ]E(N,)I + 1, let 
M’ = M1 + g. Suppose that (E(M,)( = lE(N,)I + 2. Then M1 is as given in case (iv) 
or (v) of Theorem 2.3. Suppose case (iv) holds. Then {e, f, g} and {e, f, g’} are 
triangles of the 3-connected binary matroid M1 + g. Hence g = g’; a contradic- 
tion. Thus case (v) of Theorem 2.3 holds. 
Now {e, f, g’} or {e, f, g, g’} is a cocircuit of M1 +g. As {e, f, g, g’} meets the 
circuit {e, f, g} in three elements in the binary matroid M1 + g, the former occurs. 
In case (v) we see that e or f is in E(NJ. Suppose, without loss of generality, e is 
in E(N,). 
Apply Theorem 2.3 to e E E(N,) and g E E(M, + g) - E(N,). There exists a 
3-connected minor Mz of A41 +g using {e, g} such that Mz has a minor 
Nz = Ni = N with IE(M,)( G lE(N,)I + 2. If (E(M,)( 5 (E(NJ( + 1 or f E E(M,), 
then as before the result holds. Suppose (E(M,)( = ]E(N,)( + 2 and f E E(M, + 
g) - E(M,). Then (Ml + g)/f = K or (M, + g) \f = I&. However, {e, f, g} is a 
circuit and {e, f, g’} a cocircuit of M1 + g. Hence Mz is not 3-connected; a 
contradiction. 0 
3. Roundedness theory and the splitter theorem 
In this section, several results from the theory of roundedness in matroids are 
presented. Also, several consequences of the splitter theorem are given. These 
results will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. 
Let k and I be positive integers with k 32. The following definition of 
(k, I)-roundedness is due to Bixby and Coullard [4]. 
Definition. A set S of k-connected matroids is (k, I)-rounded if S satisfies the 
following condition: 
(i) If M is a k-connected matroid having an S-minor N and X c E(M) with 
1x1 G I, then M has an S-minor using X. 
Let condition (ii) be obtained from (i) by adding the restriction that it4 is an 
addition to N or expansion of N. 
The following theorems of Seymour and Oxley allow one to efficiently test a 
collection of matroids for the properties of (3,2)- and (3,1)-roundedness. They 
are analogues in roundedness theory to Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 3.1 [20]. A set of S of 3-connected matroids is (3, 2)-rounded if and only 
if it satisfies condition (ii). 
Lemma 3.2 [12]. A set S of 3-connected matroids is (3, 1)-rounded if and only if it 
satisfies condition (ii). 
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Using these results we can obtain Lemmas 3.3 through 3.5. Let AZ, A3, and A4 
be the binary matrices given in Fig. 2. Then D(A,) = AG(3, 2). Let D(A,) = P9 
and D(A,) = Z4. 
Lemma 3.3 [20, Theorem 3.11. The set {I!&} is (3, 2)munded. 
Lemma 3.4. The set {I&, M(W4)} is (3, 2)-rounded. 
Proof. Suppose that M is a 3-connected binary addition M(WC). Then A4 is 
isomorphic to P9, M(&a), or M*(K&, where P9 is as given in Fig. 2 [14]. It can 
be checked that each pair of elements of E(M) appears in some M(W,)-minor of 
M. The result follows by duality, Theorem 3.1, and Lemma 3.3. 0 
A preliminary observation used in the proofs of Lemmas 3.5, 3.8, and Theorem 
1.3 is now given. Let B be the binary matrix given in Fig. 3. 
If (x1, x2, x3, xJT has exactly two entries which are one, then D(B) = D(A,) = 
S, [20]. This fact is used repeatedly in the computations of minors in the proof of 
Theorem 1.3. 
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Lemma 3.5. The set {I&, S,} is (3, 1)-rounded. 
Proof. Suppose M is a 3-connected binary addition to S,. Then M is isomorphic 
to P9 or Zq, where P9 and Z4 are as given in Fig. 2 [14]. It can easily be checked 
that each element of P9 and Z, appears in some &-minor. The result follows by 
duality and Lemma 3.2. •i 
The following theorem is a consequence of Seymour’s Splitter Theorem. W 
denotes the whirl of rank r [28, p. 801. 
Theorem 3.6 [18, (7.3)]. Let M and N be 3-connected matroids such that N is a 
minor of M. Further suppose that if N = M(Wk), M has no M(Wk+,)-minor, while 
ifN=W’, Mhasno Wk+’ -minor. Then there is a sequence M,, M,, M2, . . . , M, 
of 3-connected matroids such that M,= N, M,, = M and, for each i in 
{1,2, . . . , n}, Mi is an addition to or expansion of Mi-1. 
The next lemma may be proved by using Theorem 3.6 and the fact that S, and 
AG(3,2) are the only eight-element 3-connected binary nonregular matroids [20]. 
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a 3-connected binary nonregular matroid with at least eight 
elements. Then M has an S,- or an AG(3, 2)-minor. 
The investigation of the relationship between triangles in 3-connected binary 
matroids and the matroid S, was motivated by the following result. 
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a 3-connected binary nonregular matroid with at least nine 
elements. Then M has an &-minor. 
Proof. It is not difficult to check that every 3-connected binary addition to or 
expansion of AG(3, 2) has an $-minor. Apply Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Cl 
4. The proof of Theorem 1.3 
We begin with some notation and observations which are used. Let AT and A: 
be the binary matrices given in F:g. 4. Then P,* and 2: are represented by AT 
and AZ. 






The following notation is used. Let ni,,iz ,,__, i and Wi,i *,,., i, denote the vectors in 
V(4, 2) and V(5, 2) respectively with a one in positions il, iZ, . . . , iit and a 
zero in all other positions. Hence u,24 = (1, 1, 0, l)T and wlZ4 = (1, 1, 0, 1, O)? 
Computations such as (Pg* + w,~~)/u~\u~ = S, are made as follows. Let A: be as 
given in Fig. 4. One checks that (A; + w,~~)/u~\~~ is the matrix B of Fig. 3 with 
x1 = xa = 1 and xg = x4 = 0. Recalling that D(B) = D(A ,) = S, if exactly two of the 
xi’s are one, we see that (Pg* + w1,,)la,\u4 = S,. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If jE(M)I = 8, then M is isomorphic to S, or AG(3, 2) 
[20]. As M possesses a triangle the former occurs and the result holds. Suppose 
JE(M)J 29. Then M has an &-minor using {e} by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8. Hence, 
by Theorem 1.1, M has a 3-connected minor M’ using {e, f, g} such that M’ has 
an &minor with IE(M’)( d 10. If (E(M’)J = 8, then, as above, the result holds. 
Suppose IE(M’)I = 9. The next result is due to Oxley. 
Lemma 4.1 [14]. If Q is a 3-connected binary addition to or expansion of S,, then 
Q is isomorphic to Ps, Pg*, Z4 or Z,*. 
Lemma 4.2. If 1 E(M’)I = 9, then each triangle of M’ appears in an &-minor of 
M’. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1 and the fact that M’ possesses a triangle, M’ is 
isomorphic to Ps, Pg* or Zq. From considering the matrix A3 representing P,, we 
see that Pg\u, = Pg\ug = S,. Each triangle of Ps appears in an &-minor as {a,, ug} 
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is not contained in a triangle of Pg. As Pg*/ag = S,, each triangle of P,* appears in 
an &-minor. If x is in {b=,, 66, b7, b,}, then Z4\x = S,. Hence every triangle of Z4 
appears in an s,-minor. 0 
Now suppose IE(M’)l = 10. Then, by Theorem 3.6, M’ is isomorphic to an 
addition to or expansion of P9, Pg*, Z, or Z:. Suppose M’lx is isomorphic to one 
of these matroids for some x in E(M’). Then, as x is not in a triangle of M’, by 
Lemma 4.2, each triangle of M’ appears in an &-minor. Suppose M’\x is 
isomorphic to P9, Pg*, Z, or Z,*. By Lemma 4.2, it will suffice to show that each 
triangle of M’ containing x appears in an &-minor unless M’ =Jlo. If M’ =JIO, 
then each triangle of M’ other than the join triangle appears in an &-minor. 
These cases are treated in Lemmas 4.3-4.6. In light of the above remarks, to 
show all triangles of P9 + vlz3 are contained in some &-minor, for example, we 
merely provide enough information to show that all triangles of P9 + vlz3 
containing ulz3 appear in some &-minor. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf M’ \x is isomorphic to P9, but M’ is not isomorphic to JIO, then 
each triangle of M’ appears in an &-minor. Every triangle of JIO other than 
{a,, a9, alo} appears in an &-minor. 
Proof. Suppose the nonzero column vector x of V(4, 2) is adjoined to the binary 
matrix A3 given in Fig. 2 to obtain a representation for M’. Evidently x is in 
{u 1231 V139 V14, V23, Vu247 ~3~). From the symmetry of A3 induced by interchanging 
rows 1 and 2, we may assume that x is in {Vale, v13, v14, Vet}. In A3 + v13 replace 
row i by row i + row 2 for i = 3, 4. After interchanging rows 3 and 4 and suitably 
reordering the columns we obtain A3 + v14. Hence P9 + v13 = P9 + v14. Thus M’ is 
isomorphic to P9 +x for some x in {Vale, v13, Vet}. 
Now (P, + vlz3)\a7 s P9 and hence, by Lemma 4.2, each triangle of P9 + vlz3 
appears in some &-minor. As (P, + v,,)\ {as, a9} = S,, each triangle of P9 + v13 
appears in an &-minor. 
Let a,, = v34. Then the binary matrix A3 + al0 represents Jlo with the 
representation as given in Fig. 1. Thus P9 + v34 = Jlo. Since (P, + v,,)\ {a,, a9} = 
S,, it follows that each triangle of P9 + v34 other than {a,, ag, v34} appears in an 
&-minor. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Zf M’ \x is isomorphic to Z 4, then each triangle of M’ appears in an 
&-minor. 
Proof. M’ is represented by A4 + x, where A4 is as given in Fig. 2 and x is in 
{u,*r Vl3> V149 ~23, q4, ~34). From the symmetry of A.+, we may assume that 
x = v,*. As A4 + v12 can be obtained from A3 + ~123 by reordering columns, and 
A3 + V123 represents P9 + V 123, we deduce that Z,+ v,~= P9+ vlz3. Thus, the 
result follows by Lemma 4.3. q 
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Lemma 4.5. If M’\x is isomorphic Z,*, then each triangle of M’ appears in an 
S,-minor. 
Proof. M’ is represented by AZ +x, where Ai is given in Fig. 4 and x is one of 
the twentytwo nonzero column vectors of V(5, 2) that are different from those 
vectors which are columns of AZ. From the symmetry of A: induced by 
interchanging any two of rows 1, 2, 3 and 5, we may assume x is in 
{w12345, w1235, wrz3, wlz4, w14, wis}. In AZ + wIz3, replace row i by row i + row 1 + 
row 5 for i = 2, 3 and 4. After suitably reordering the columns we obtain 
A: + w14. Thus Z: + w123 = Z: + wr4. In AZ + ~124, replace row i by row i + 
row 1 + row 3 for i = 2, 4 and 5. After suitably reordering the columns we obtain 
Ai + ~~5. Hence Z: + ~124 z Z: + w15. It follows that M’ is isomorphic to Z: +x 
for some & in {w12345y w1235j w123j w124). 
Now (Z: + w12345)/6s\bi = & for i = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Hence each triangle of 
z: + w12345 appears in an &-minor. Note that Z: + ~1235 has no triangle. Each 
triangle of Z,* + wlz3 appears in an &-minor as (Z,* + W123)/bg\bl= S,. Since 
(Z: + ~~~~)/b~\b~ = S,, every triangle of Z,* + ~124 appears in an &-minor. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Zf M’\x is isomorphic to Pg*, then each triangle of M’ appears in an 
&-minor. 
Proof. M’ is represented by AS +x, where A: is as given in Fig. 4 and x is in 
V(5, 2). By the symmetry of AZ induced by interchanging rows 1 and 2, we may 
assume that & is in -tw12345, w124S, w12357 w123p wl25, w134, wl35, wl45, w3451 wl2, wl3, 
w14, w15> w34> w35, w45). 
Replace row i by row i + row 1 in A3 for i = 3, 4 and 5. Then interchange rows 
4 and 5. After reordering the columns we obtain AT again. From performing the 
same row operations on x we may assume that x is not one of wr2, ~123, w12s, w14, 
w15 and wr3. 
Replace row i by row i + row 2 in At for i = 3, 4 and 5 and then interchange 
rows 4 and 5. We obtain AZ again after a suitable reordering of the columns. 
From performing the same row operations on x, we may suppose x is not w135 or 
Wan. Hence M’ is isomorphic to P,* +x for some x in {w12345, w 245, ~1235, w,~~, 
w145 > w345, w34r w45). 
Now w1235 appears in no triangle of P,* + w1235. The following computations 
show that each triangle of P,* +x appears in an $-minor for these x. Each of the 
following matroids is isomorphic to S,: (Pg* + w12345)/a7\a3, (Pg” + w12,,)/a,\a,, 
(Pg* + w134)la8\a3, (G + w145)la9\a4, V-T + w345)/a9\a4, (Py* + w34)/a9\a4, 
(Pg* + w4,)la7\a3. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0 
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5. Applications 
In this section several applications of Theorem 1.1 are given. We begin with 
some preliminary results used in the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.5. 
Lemma 5.1 [5]. Let N be a 3-connected minor of a 3-connected matroid M and 
e E E(M). Then there exists a 3-connected minor Ml of M which uses e such that 
either Ml, Ml \ e, or Ml/e is isomorphic to N. 
The next result is a slight extension of Theorem 1.1. 
Corollary 5.2. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected matroid M, and N be a 
3-connected minor of M. If either M is binary or e is in E(N), then there exists a 
3-connected minor M’ of M which uses {e, f, g} such that M’ has an N-minor and 
IE(M’)( =S IE(N)I + 3. 
Proof. If M is binary, then the result follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 5.1. 
Suppose that e E E(N). Then, by Theorem 2.3, there exists a 3-connected minor 
M, of M which uses {e, f} such that Ml has an N-minor and IE(M,)I S IE(N)( + 2. 
If g $ E(M,), then the result follows from applying Lemma 2.2 to M, + g. 0 
The next theorem of Bixby predates Seymour’s decomposition of the regular 
matroids [18, (14.3)]. The dependence matroid of the matrix whose columns are 
the ten vectors of V(5.2) with exactly three coordinates which are one, is denoted 
by Rio. 
Theorem 5.3 [3, (6.3)]. Let M be a 3-connected regular matroid with rkM or 
rKM* less than six. Then M is graphic, cographic, or isomorphic to R,,,. 
Let H and G be graphs such that H/e = G. Suppose v is the vertex of G 
corresponding to the two endvertices of the edge e of H. Then we say that H has 
been obtained by splitting v. We list some graphs in Table 1 which are referred to 
in the subsequent lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4. Let M be a 3-connected regular matroid with ten or eleven elements. 
(i) If M has an M(K,,,)-minor, then M is isomorphic to M(L),(,), M(E,,), 
M(F,,), M(H,J or Rio. 
(ii) Zf M has an M(KS-a)-minor, then M is isomorphic to M(A,J, M(B,,), 
M(CII), M(D4, M(E,J, M(F,,), M(G,,), M(H,,), M(4,), M(Ks), M*(F,J or 
M*W,,). 
Proof. We use the following result of Oxley [15, Table 11. 
(5.5) If M is a graphic and has no M(PV5)-minor, then M is isomorphic to M(A,,,), 
M(B,J, M(Cll), M(D& M(E,,), M(fi,) or M(K4. 
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Table 1 
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It is easy to check, by adding an edge to W, or by splitting the central vertex 
that 
(5.6) Zf M is graphic and has an M(W,)-minor, then M is isomorphic to M(G,,), 
M(&), MU,,) or M(K). 
Thus, by (5.5) and (5.6), both (i) and (ii) hold if M is graphic. 
Bixby showed that Rio has an M(K,,,)-minor, but has no M(K,-a)-minor [3]. 
Hence, we may assume that M is neither graphic nor isomorphic to RIO. It follows 
from Theorem 5.3 that M is cographic but not graphic. Hence, by Tutte’s 
excluded minor characterization of the regular matroids which are graphic 
[26, (9.42)], M* has an M(K&- or M(K,)-minor, and M has no M(K,,,)-minor. 
Thus (i) holds. 
To show that (ii) holds, suppose that M has an M(K,-a)-minor. By the dual of 
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(5.5) and (5.6), M* is isomorphic to M(D,,J, M(E,,), M(F,,) or M(H,,). 
However, as DIO and El1 have no (KS-a)*-minor, M* is isomorphic to M(F,,) or 
M(H,,) and (ii) holds. Cl 
Lemma 5.7. Let {e, f, g} be a triad of a 3-connected regular matroid M which has 
an M(K&-minor. Zf either IE(M)I c 11 or M has an M(K,,,)-minor which uses 
e, for g, then M has an M(K&-minor which uses {e, f, g}. 
Proof. Suppose [E(M)1 s 11. Then, by Lemma 5.4(i), M is isomorphic to 
M(D,,), M(E,,), M(F,,), M(H,,), M(K3,J or RI,,. Any single-element deletion 
of R,, is isomorphic to M(K& [3]. Th us the result is easily checked by 
considering three-edge bonds of DIO, Ell, F,, and H,,. 
Suppose M has an M(K,,,)-minor which uses e, for g. Then the result follows 
by Theorem 1.1 and the first part of the lemma. Cl 
We now derive Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If M is nonbinary, then the result follows from Lemmas 
2.2 and 3.3. Each triangle of Ss and JiO is in some &-minor. Thus the result 
follows from Theorem 1.3 if M is binary but not regular. 
Suppose M is regular. Then, by Corollary 5.2, M* has a 3-connected minor M’ 
using {e, f, g} such that M’ has an M(K,,,)-minor and IE(M’)I c 12. Assume that 
M* has no M(K,,,)-minor using {e, f, g}. Then by Lemma 5.7, (E(M’)I = 12 and 
M’ has no M(K&-minor which uses e, f or g. Each element of H,, is in a 
K,,,-minor. Thus, by Theorem 3.6 and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7, M’lx is isomorphic 
to M(E,,) or M(F,,) for some x E {e, f, g}. Assume that x =g without loss of 
generality. 
Suppose M’lg = M(E,J. Then, by Lemma 5.7, each of e and f correspond to 
one of the edges e’ and f' of El1 marked in Table 1. Thus M’ is the union of 
triads {e, f, g}, (1, 2, 3}, (4, 5, 6) and {7,8,9}. It is now easy to check that M’ 
has no M*(K&- or M*(K,)-minor. Hence, by [26, (9,42)], M’ is graphic. Let G 
be a graph without isolated vertices such that M’ = M(G). Thus G/g = El1 and G 
is obtained by splitting a vertex of E 11 of degree exceeding three [25]. Since 
{e, f, g} is a bond of G, it is easily checked that {e, f, g} is the set of edges 
incident with a vertex of G of degree three. Thus G is obtained by splitting the 
vertex v of Eli. It follows that M’ = M(K+,). This contradicts the assumption 
that M has no M(K,,,)-minor using {e, f, g}. Thus M’lg = M(F,,) and we may 
assume that e = e’ and f = f' where e’ and f' are the edges of F,, marked in Table 
1. 
Since {e, f, g} is a triad of M’, M’le\f = M’/g\f = M(E;,,)\f = M(D,,). Hence 
M’/e is an addition to M(D,,,). Clearly f is neither a loop nor a coloop of M’/e. 
By Lemma 5.7, M’ has no M(&) -minor using f and g. Thus, by Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2, M’/e is 3-connected. It follows from Lemma 5.4(i) that M’le is isomorphic to 
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M(E,,), M(F,,) or M(Z&). By the first part of the proof, M’le = M(F,,). 
Moreover, each off and g correspond to one of the edges e’ and f’ of F,, marked 
in Table 1. Thus g is in a cocircuit C of M’le which has four elements and 
contains neither e nor $ 
Since {e,f, g} is a triad of M’ and (1, 2, e}, (4, 5, e}, (7, 8, e} and (3, 6,f) 
are triangles of M’/g, (1, 2, e, g}, (4, 5, e, g}, (7, 8, e, g} and (3, 6,f, g} are 
circuits of M’. However, as g is in the cocircuit C of M’ which contains neither e 
nor f, this violates orthogonality in M’. 0 
The next lemma, together with Theorem 1.3, is used in the proof of Theorem 
1.4. 
Lemma 5.8. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected binary matroid M which 
has an M(W,)-minor. Then M has an M(W4)- or M(K,-a)-minor which uses 
{e, f7 d. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, M has a minor N1 = M(WJ with E(NJ containing {e, f}. 
If g is in E(iV,), then the result holds. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.2, we may suppose 
Nr + g is 3-connected. It follows that N1 + g is isomorphic to one of M(K,-a), 
M*(K3,J and P9 [14]. It is easily checked that each triangle of M*(K& and P9 
appears in an M(W,)-minor. 0 
The Proof of Theorem 1.4. It is well known that M must have an M(W3)-minor 
[ll]. If M also has an M(W,)-minor, then the result holds by Lemma 5.8. Suppose 
that M has no M(W,)-minor. Then by Theorem 3.6, M has a 3-connected binary 
addition to or expansion of an M(W,)-minor as a minor. Hence, M has an F,- or 
FT-minor and is nonregular. By Theorem 1.3, M has an S,- or .Z,,-minor using 
{e, f, g}. In the first case, the result holds. Suppose the second case holds. 
Observe from Fig. 1 that if one of a,, a2, a5 or a6 is deleted from Z1,, we obtain 
the generalized parallel connection across a triangle of two M(W3) matroids [6]. 
This is the matroid M(K,-a). Hence each triangle of .Z10 appears in an 
M(K,-a)-minor. 0 
The next lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 5.9. Let {e, f, g} be a triangle of a 3-connected regular matroid M which 
has an M(K,-a)-minor. Zf either IE(M)( s 11 or M has an M(K,-a)-minor which 
uses e, for g, then M has an M(K,-a)-minor which uses {e, f, g}. 
Proof. Suppose IE(M)I ~11. Then, by Lemma 5.4(ii), M is isomorphic to 
M(K,-a), M(A& M(Bii), M(G), M&J, M&i), MN,), M(G), M(&), 
M(Z,,), M(K,), M*&) or M*(H,,). It is easy to check that each triangle of Alo, 
B 119 G, 40, 41, 41, ‘%I, HII, Z,, and K5 is in a (K,-a)-minor. Also, as 
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&\{l, 5) = (KS-a)*, each triangle of M*(F,,) is in an M(K,-a)-minor. Finally, as 
Hllla\d = HIIlb\d = Hlllc\e = (KS-a)*, each triangle of M*(H,,) is in some 
M(K,-a)-minor. 
The second part of the lemma follows from the first part as in Lemma 5.7. q 
The Proof of Theorem 1.5. By Corollary 5.2, M has a 3-connected minor M’ 
which uses {e, f, g} and has an M(K,-a)-minor with IE(M’)I S 12. Assume that 
M’ has no M(K,-a)-minor which uses {e,f, g}. Then by Lemma 5.9, IE(M’)I = 
12 and M’ has no M(K,-a)-minor which uses e, for g. Thus, by Lemma 5.4(ii), 
M’ is an addition to M(B,,), M(C& M(E,,), M(F,,), M(G,,), M(H,,), M(I,,), 
M*(F,,) or M*(H,,). However, each edge of the graphs B,l, C,,, E,,, F,,, G1,, 
H,, and I11 is in a (K,-a)-minor. Also, each edge of F,, and H,, is in a 
(K,-a)*-minor. Hence, at least one of e, fand g is in some M(K,-a)-minor of M’; 
a contradiction. 0 
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